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SHAPERS NOTES
FROM SIC FOUNDER AND DESIGNER/SHAPER MARK RAAPHORST

Since 2005 it has been my passion to help our SIC team-riders ascend to the top of the podium. Call it pride but I looked at it as
a satisfying return on my personal investment and life’s work. The hours spent on the water, in the shaping bay and pushing the
factory crew to build that next world-class shape has been well worth it. Juggling acceleration, maneuverability, speed, stability
and aesthetics has made SIC a brand not only for the elite racer, but for the recreational paddler looking for a five star experience.
I am competitive by nature so I’ve often thought that being #1 was most important. Yet after 10 years, victory now has an expanded
context beyond the podium. A remark on the beach from a paddler telling me they’ve just had the ride of their life now gives me
just as much satisfaction. I want every person who rides a SIC board to have the ride of their life; whether that paddle is done on
an ocean inlet, riding a fetch across the lake, on a river with an inflatable, or a paddle in the surf.
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Fortunately, the SIC R&D center is located on Maui Hawaii, which offers
a climate where we can test year-around and in all conditions. From calm
and glassy, to crazy wind driven swell and rolling surf, Maui has it all and
has proven to be the ultimate testing and proving grounds.
I first hand shape and test many iterations of our design concepts. In
addition to our elite team of athletes many of the locals on the island are
some of the best watermen and women in the world and they too help to
put our products through the paces.
After a winning shape is achieved the design team and myself put the
shapes into the computer (CAD) so that our factory can replicate the
final shape with absolute accuracy, symmetry, and to the last detail in the
build schedules. By doing so consumers around the world can then ride
and enjoy the exact same shapes and proven designs that we develop.
A relentless drive to create best-in-class products that offer Five Star
Performance is what got SIC to where it is today. We continue to enjoy
that ride. I am sure you will as well.
Aloha and mahalo for your Kokua.

- Mark
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SIC MISSION:

FIVE STAR PERFORMANCE

Five Star Performance is our commitment to the SIC experience on and off
the water. Five star performance means best-in-class products, service and
technology. It touches everything we do. Whether you are chasing podiums,
looking to achieve your personal best or just want to have a better day on the
water; SIC is committed to delivering the best that paddling can offer, for any
condition, discipline and for paddlers of every ability level.
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PROGRESSION

Progression: “A development or a movement toward a destination or a more advanced state, gradually and in stages.” We mark
our time at SIC by the ability to look back on our accomplishments and our desire to shape new experiences. It’s no easy feat to
lead the pack. There are always competitors on your heels but this is what drives us forward… makes us better, faster. It takes
relentless dedication and passion. As a brand it is a commitment to product innovation, tried and tested design and superior
quality that gives the brand its competitive edge and its differential advantage. All of this is all-for-not if a person does not connect
with the brand values, believes in its products and who is an advocate for your brand. We can put designs on water and athletes
on the podium, but in the end it is our fellow paddlers that put us on the map. 2016 will be a game changer. SIC is back with
another killer product lineup and ready to turn heads, elevate and redefine your paddling experience.

NEW FOR 2016

RACE: With the heart of a flat water charger and the mind of an open water champion, the new FX crossover boards marry the best

of the X and Bullet series. Born from our pro team’s feedback and today’s multi-discipline courses; the FX Pro screams on flat water,
eats through cross chop, and handles its business in downwind conditions. It is the go anywhere, do anything, crossover race board
for variable conditions like the Carolina Cup, or for someone who wants a fitness or touring board that can handle whatever Mother
Earth can churn up.

SURF: The surf range has been expanded to offer even more versatility for any condition and rider sizes. By popular demand we have

brought back the Carve series in an 8.6 and 9.4. This hard driving, low rocker short board has a pulled in pintail that is fast rail-to-rail
and can hold a high line on a steep face. It’s the go to board for when the surf turns on. We’ve also added a new 9.11 in the Bully
series to complement its big brother the Bully 10.6. These boards are steeped in fun and maneuverability with larger average volumes
and widths for riders looking for more stability in the lineup. However, this board, with its performance outline, is not a pig... it’s a true
performer. The Bully is not just for the big guys anymore!

INFLATABLE: The Air Glide Series has been 100% redesigned from the water up. You’ll see streamlined rails, outlines, and rocker
profiles which make the boards lighter while increasing stiffness at a lower psi. The 2016 collection has been lightened by 25%
on average and has maintained its overall stiffness through its unique stringer technologies like the new DST (Dyneema Stringer
Technology). This gives the boards the same stiffness at 15 psi as they had previously with 20 psi. We have introduced an inflatable
version of our best selling X Pro-Lite and Bullet 14. The boards come with a premium carrying backpack and top-end models offer a
rolling backpack. SIC inflatables will set the new industry standard in design, execution and performance.

ENTRY LEVEL: Last but not least, SIC is introducing a new standard in durability and function for rental fleets. The FLOW series
boards are also designed and constructed to serve the demands of the resort and rental markets. Our composite boards feature a full
wrap of Innegra™ from rail-to-rail and tip-to-tail. It is sandwiched in between multiple layers of glass in our GCI and FCI constructions.
The Innegra™ provides a nearly indestructible layer of strength that ensures your boards stay on the water and out of the ding repair
shop. All boards come with FCS(TM) Connect fins for fast removal and easy low stack storage. The same shapes are also offered in
inflatable with SST (Stringer Support Technology). Take your pick or mix and match as you see fit.
PADDLES: Paddles have been completely revamped featuring EVA wrapped ergonomic handles, oval tapered shafts, powerful and
highly efficient blade shapes. The new aesthetics and finish quality gives the paddles a clean, high value finish and the construction
and materials provide purpose built performance characteristics. The new Flow paddles features the patented LeverLock™ adjustable
shaft design and are offered in 2 and 3 piece shafts. We are also introducing 2 high quality adjustable kids paddles to round out the
range for the whole family.
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SIC TEAM...FAMILY...HUI...

At SIC family comes first, and winning second. None of it would be possible without the circle of friends and athletes that defines SIC. This community
or Hui is what gives the SIC brand its face, its personality and its soul. The team provides priceless feedback that is essential to the design process.
Working very closely with our founder Mark Raaphorst, every team member has contributed in some way to the design of the boards gliding under your
feet. SIC consists of some of the most respected athletes in the world that have conquered every discipline of the sport.
The Global team includes Lina Augaitis, Sonni Honscheid, Andrea Moller, Georges Cronsteadt, Jeremy Riggs, Livio Menelau and Kenny Kaneko. SIC
also boasts an array of National team riders that represent the spirit of the brand in every continent with the likes of Devin Blish, Thomas Buddy Jr and
new-comers like Morgan Hoesterey and Garrit Barth. But it’s our Ambassadors like Mark Raaphorst and Scott Trudon that set the glide in motion early
on and carry the SIC stoke to this day.
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The mission with the ALL NEW and patented F.A.S.T. (Foot Actuated
Steering Technology) was to revolutionize the same steering that SIC
created in the beginning. The new system is focused on durability, reliability, serviceability, and flexibility. It features a hot-swappable tiller
arm that can quickly and easily be swapped for goofy or regular footed
paddlers. To improve the safety features we minimized the mechanical
components, changed cables to push-rods and added multiple fail-over
systems should you encounter a problem with the system on the beach
or at sea. Of course it also needed to perform as well or better than the
original system, which is hard to do, however, after more than 2.5 years
of development we confident that exceeded all of the key design and
performance requirements. We are stoked and sure you will be too.

F.A.S.T. MODELS
BULLET-17.4, BULLET 14.0 V2, F-16.0

1. low profile, HiGH QUAliTY polYCArBoNATe Tiller
ArM wiTH eVA foAM pADDiNG for Grip AND CoMforT
2. pUSH-roD CoNTrolleD STeeriNG CoMeS pre iNSTAlleD
3. CANTileVer C-SpriNG CoNTrolleD Tiller ArM
4. pUSH-roDS CAN Be HArVeSTeD AND replACeD iN THe
eVeNT of fAilUre = reDUNDANT SAfeTY fAil oVer
5. DUMMY Tiller CUp CAN Be SwiTCHeD wiTH ACTiVe
Tiller iN MiNUTeS To CHANGe froM reGUlAr To GoofY
fooTeD pADDlerS
6. New rUDDer CUp DeSiGN iNTerNAliZeS All STeeriNG
MeCHANiSMS for A CleANer DeCK SUrfACe AND ASSiSTANCe iN AliGNMeNT
7. rUDDer loCK off SwiTCH opTioN or SAfeTY fAiloVer
8. DAGGer rUDDer eQUippeD
9. U.S. fiNBox ACCepTS f.A.S.T STeeriNG
DAGGer fiN or TrADiTioNAl,
fixeD weeDleSS fiN
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NEW FOR 2016!

DOUBLE CARBON COMPOSITE + INNEGRA™TECHNOLOGY
DCC MODELS + INNEGRA™ : BULLET

17.4 wiTH f.A.S.T. STeeriNG

1. fUll wrAp UNi-DireCTioNAl CArBoN fiBer + fUll wrAp BiAxiAl CArBoN fiBer
2. iNNeGrA™ Tip, rAil AND TAil reiNforCeMeNT
3. 2-lAYerS BiAxiAl GlASS rAil reiNforCeMeNT
4. liGHT weiGHT CNC/epS Core
5. Gore Tex BreATHer VeNT
6. 3MM pVC DeCK reiNforCeMeNT

7. CroCoDile TexTUreD eVA DeCK pAD
8. erGo UNDerCUT CArrYiNG HANDle

SINGLE CARBON COMPOSITE + INNEGRA™TECHNOLOGY

SCC MODELS + INNEGRA™: BULLET-12.6, BULLET-14.0, BULLET-14.0 V2, F-16.0, X-12.6,
X-14.0, X-12.6 PRO, X-14.0 PRO, X-12.6 PRO-LITE, X-14 PRO-LITE, FX PRO 12.6, FX PRO 14.0

1. fUll wrAp BiAxiAl CArBoN fiBer
2. iNNeGrA™ Tip, rAil AND TAil reiNforCeMeNT
3. 2-lAYerS BiAxiAl GlASS rAil reiNforCeMeNT
4. 3MM HiGH DeNSiTY pVC DeCK reiNforCeMeNT
5. CroCoDile TexTUreD eVA DeCK pAD

6. eZ-GrAB CArrYiNG HANDle
7. liGHT weiGHT CNC/epS Core
8. Gore-Tex BreATHer VeNT
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TUFF-WOOD CARBON / TUFF-WOOD TECHNOLOGY
TWC MODELS: X 12.6, X 14.0, BULLET
TW MODELS: RECON 9.9, RECON 10.4,

11.0, BULLET 12.6, BULLET 14.0
RECON 11.4, RECON 11.11

1. MolDeD BiAxiAl GlASS CoMpoSiTe
2. UNi-DireCTioNAl CArBoN rAil STiffeNiNG/reiNforCeMeNT (oN TwC)
3. reiNforCeD TUff-wooD DeCK
4. liGHT weiGHT/MolDeD epS Core
5. Gore-Tex BreATHer VeNT
6. eZ-GrAB CArrYiNG HANDle

GLASS COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGY
GC MODELS: FISH

7.11, FISH 8.8, FISH 9.5, CARVE 8.6, CARVE 9.4,
BULLY 9.11, BULLY 10.6, FX 11.0 FUTURE PRO, F-12.O, F-14.0

1. DoUBle wrAp fiBerGlASS CoMpoSiTe

iNNeGrA™ Tip, rAil AND TAil reiNforCeMeNT oN SeleCT MoDelS

2. reiNforCeD TUff-wooD DeCK (f12, f14, HAVe pVC)
3. liGHT weiGHT CNC/epS Core
4. DiAMoND GrooVeD eVA DeCK pAD
(CroCoDile TexTUreD eVA DeCK pAD f-14)

5. Gore-Tex BreATHer VeNT
6. erGo UNDerCUT CArrYiNG HANDle
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DYNEEMA STRINGER TECHNOLOGY
DST MODELS: RECON

10.4 AG, RECON 11.4 AG,
X-12.6 AG, X-12.6 pro-liTe AG, BULLET 14 AG,

1. UlTrA DUrABle pVC TArpAUliN SiNGle SKiN wiTH UV proTeCTioN (DSC)
2. HiGH TeNSile/preSSUre Drop STiTCH fiBerS (DSC)
3. DYNeeMA STriNGer TeCHNoloGY (DST)

(STriNGer SUpporT TeCHNoloGY oN All flow Air GliDe MoDelS)

4. DoUBle reiNforCeD rAil CoNSTrUCTioN (SeAMS)
5. DiAMoND GrooVeD eVA DeCK pAD
6. HiGH preSSUre Air VAlVe
7. STAiNleSS STeel SUrf leASH loop
8. CArGo NeT
9. Air-GliDe HANDle

AIR-GLIDE BOARDS COME WITH FCS
CONNECT 9.0” TOOL-LESS SINGLE FIN
Snap in, snap out....It’s that easy and fast.

AIR-GLIDE
BAG / ACCESSORIES

1. wHeeleD BACKpACK
for eASY TrANSporT
AND STorAGe.
2. Two STAGe pUMp –
DUAl ACTioN To iNflATe
/ SiNGle ACTioN for
HiGH pSi (10 pSi MiN. To
15 pSi MAx)
3. pATCH KiT
4. Coil leASH (8’x 7MM)
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BULLET & F SERIES
BULLET 11.0, BULLET 12.6, BULLET 14.0, BULLET 14.0V2, BULLET 14.0V2
W/F.A.S.T, BULLET 17.4 W/F.A.S.T., F 12.0, F 14.0, F 16.0 W/F.A.S.T

The Bullet and F series feature a planing hull design with rounded, high volume rails. These boards offer tremendous
stability to deal with rough swell conditions. While the Bullet series has a slightly lower nose rocker than the F series,
both mitigate purling in the troughs by utilizing a chiselled pintail to drop the tail and raise the nose. The tail rocker
also provides maximum control and surfability when catching a glide. The cockpit features a lightly contoured shape
to increase control, minimize foot cramping and encourage water drainage. Our all new, game changing F.A.S.T. (Foot
Actuated Steering Technology) steering turns these boards into a touring, open ocean, downwinder’s dream.
While the larger Bullet and F series boards are known for their channel crossing capabilities, the lessons learned from
these boards make them extremely versatile for maximum enjoyment in an infinite array of conditions. They excel at
all-around fitness, touring and even chasing small kine surf. The Bullet 11.0, 12.6 and 14.0 are perfect for paddling the
harbor, out to the open ocean for some bumps and then back to the beach break for some fun down the line action.
The F series is inspired by the Bullets but are offered in wider widths for larger paddlers who want to enjoy the glide
with unprecedented stability. If you are looking to get into downwind paddling or just looking for a great board to get a
workout then the F series will give you the confidence to go beyond your comfort zone.
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BULLET 17.4 AND 14.0V2 - These boards are the fastest, most versatile and winning open ocean / downwind boards
in the world. If you are looking to catch glides and win downwind races then there is simply no other choice for you.
Bullet 11, Bullet 12.6, Bullet 14 - These boards are your best choice for maximum stability, versatility and glide
over a traditional surf outline. If you are a recreational paddler who spends most of your time paddling the harbor,
lake or open water, then get on the mountain bike of the water.
F 16, F 14 and F 12 WIDE GLIDE - The predecessor to the Bullet series, these boards are fast, stable and forgiving.
They are the most seaworthy and stable of the open ocean / touring boards . They are perfect for the larger paddler
or a paddler who is looking for the performance and comfort of a BMW 7 series in their paddle board.
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SCC
TWC

BULLET 11.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND

The Bullet 11.0 is truly a one of a kind board in the 11 foot range. Derived from its
larger Bullet series counterparts, this board is the ideal companion for the lightweight
paddlers who are looking for an all-round board. Due to its lightweight and EZ-Grab
handle, it is easy to load on and off the car for transport. The main focus lies on recreational fitness paddling. Regardless of your intended use: flat-water fitness, open
ocean gliding or small wave surfing, there is no better board in the world that covers
all these disciplines as well as the Bullet 11.0.

FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8CM

THICKNESS
4.88”
12.4CM

VOLUME
208L

WEIGHT
26LBS
11.6KGS (+/-

10%)

Tough Wood Carbon (TWC) molded construction with wood reinforced deck, carbon reinforced/stiffening
rail wrap for an extremely strong yet lively feel under foot. croc skin EVA deck pad, cargo net, U.S. standard
finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug
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The Bullet 12.6 has taken on its own identity in the world of SUP. A scaled down version of the Bullet 14, this board is the mountain bike of the water. Whether looking for a
board that glides with ease around the harbor or you want to catch some bumps in the
open ocean or lake, the Bullet 12 is for you. The Bullet 12 can often be seen in local surf
lineups on smaller days, as this board can do it all. This makes it perhaps, the most well
rounded board in the world. If you don’t want to have multiple boards in your quiver
then you want the Bullet 12.6.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
11’0”
335.3CM

BULLET 12.6

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0CM

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8CM

THICKNESS
6.22”
15.8CM

VOLUME
237L

WEIGHT
29LBS
13.4KGS (+/-

10%)

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0CM

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8CM

THICKNESS
6.26”
15.9CM

VOLUME
237L

WEIGHT
23LBS
10.4KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced
deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. Tough Wood Carbon (TWC) molded construction with wood
reinforced deck, carbon reinforced/stiffening rail wrap for an extremely strong yet lively feel under foot or Each
equipped with croc skin EVA deck pad, cargo net, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin, Gore-Tex
breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug

2 TIME
WINNER OF
THE OUTSIDE
MAGAZINE
GEAR OF THE
YEAR AWARD!

BULLET 14.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND

The Bullet 14.0 is one of the most winning downwind boards in the world. This master
of open water has also proven to be one of the most versatile fitness and touring
boards in our line. With slightly more rocker and volume than the Bullet 14V2, this
board is more stable and forgiving than its flatter rockered counterpart, the V2. The
additional rocker allows the board to fit nicely into the wave troughs and maneuver
with ease on the face. It is less likely to pearl its nose in the gangliest of conditions
and makes beach landings in pounding shore break negotiable. The full volume rails
and rail tuck give the board more glide and stability with ease over slop and side chop.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2CM

THICKNESS
6.42”
16.3CM

VOLUME
275L

WEIGHT
31.5LBS
14.3KGS (+/-

BULLET 14.0V2

FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND / RACE

The Bullet 14.0 V2 is the ultimate downwind racing machine. This board is offered
with and without the SIC F.A.S.T. Steering. The outline’s widest point has been
shifted slightly forward and the rocker flattened, which provides the rider with better
stability when powering up in lower wind ranges and smaller chop. You would think
that straighter rocker would cause the board to pearl easily, however, the narrowed
tail brings the nose up, mitigating purling and unlocking top end speed by reducing
wetted surface area. The board has slightly lower volume than the Bullet 14 TWC,
but maintains its iconic full volume rails and gradual tuck to promote stability, which
incidentally also reduces paddler fatigue over long races or touring distances.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

10%)

Tough Wood Carbon (TWC) molded construction with wood reinforced deck, carbon reinforced/stiffening
rail wrap for an extremely strong yet lively feel under foot. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox /
12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2CM

THICKNESS
6.73”
17.1CM

*

=(FOOT ACTUATED STEERING TECHNOLOGY)

VOLUME
269L

WEIGHT
27LBS
12.4KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, F.A.S.T Steering
/ 3K carbon Dagger fin 8.0”, PVC reinforced deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA
deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin or with Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle,
single surf leash plug
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BULLET 17.4

F 12.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND

The Bullet 17.4 is the fastest open water board on the planet bar none. It is THE must
have board for any open-water elite racer who wants to strike the podium or is serious
about their glide. This downwind missile has a narrower outline and more gradual
rocker, which keeps you in the energy zone of the swell, maintains the highest average
speed, and can maneuver quickly to catch bumps from any direction. Its Panel-V tail
design keeps the nose elevated in the troughs and in the chop.

The F 12.0 is the new younger sibling in the F Series of boards. It’s built on the same
premise of stability, glide and fun. The 12.0 is perfect for the female or smaller male
paddler, but its generous volume makes it accessible to a wide range of paddlers and
abilities especially where variable conditions of water exist such as open ocean or
downwinding. Rail-to-rail stability means enhanced glide with reduced effort. You just
may find yourself smoking your friends on flat water too!

ONLY AVAILABLE WITH F.A.S.T. STEERING

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
17’4”
528.3CM

WIDTH
26.6”
67.6CM

*
FINS & FEATURES

THICKNESS
7.17”
18.2CM

VOLUME
370L

WEIGHT
34.5LBS
15.6KGS (+/-

10%)

=(FOOT ACTUATED STEERING TECHNOLOGY)

Double Carbon Composite (DCC) full wrap biaxial carbon and full wrap uni-directional carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, F.A.S.T Steering /
3K carbon Dagger fin 8.0”, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, paddle carrying loops
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NEW FOR 2016!

TOURING / DOWNWIND / RACE

LENGTH
12’0”
365.7CM

FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
30.0”
76.2CM

THICKNESS
6.10”
15.5CM

VOLUME
265L

WEIGHT
24LBS
10.7KGS (+/-

10%)

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with croc skin EVA deck pad, 12K carbon Weedless 7.0” fin,
Leash plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, and surf leash plug

F 14.0

F 16.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / DOWNWIND

TOURING / DOWNWIND / RACE

The F 14.0 offers more volume and stability without sacrificing performance. The wider
mid-point and widened tail enables the paddlers to put power behind their stroke and
mitigate power loss often associated with rail-to-rail instability. The rocker profile is derived from the new Bullet 14.0 V2, which makes the board quick to plane and prolongs
the glide. The F 14.0 was designed for the larger bodied paddler who is looking for more
stability. It’s multi-purpose fitness, down-winding and touring hull design makes this
board a crowd pleaser. Make no mistake, if you want to feel confident and secure in all
conditions, the F 14.0 will give you confidence in the open water like no other.

The F 16.0 was one of the original boards that helped to put SIC on the map and into
the annals of open water racing history. The F 16.0 has won more victories in its class
than any other board in the world with the possible exception of its successor, the
Bullet 17.4. Fast, forgiving, stable, and fun; the F 16.0 has become an icon and timeless classic for racing, touring and all around open water paddle enthusiasts. Its full
rails provide tremendous rail-to-rail stability and make battling cross-chop and steep
troughs a breeze. The rocker profile and pronounced nose eliminates purling in tighter
interval swell. Still actively raced today and a favorite of elite and recreational paddlers
alike, this open ocean machine still holds its own.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
30.0”
76.2CM

THICKNESS
6.10”
15.5CM

VOLUME
298L

WEIGHT
35LBS
15.8KGS (+/-

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
10%)

LENGTH
16’0”
487.7CM

FINS & FEATURES

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with croc skin EVA deck pad, 12K carbon Weedless 8.3” fin,
Leash plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, and surf leash plug

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2CM

THICKNESS
7.17”
18.2CM

VOLUME
323L

WEIGHT
33LBS
15KGS (+/- 10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, F.A.S.T Steering
/ 3K carbon Dagger fin 8.0”, PVC reinforced deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA
deck pad, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf leash plugs, paddle carrying loops
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XAND FXSERIES
X-12.6, X-14.0, X-12.6 PRO, X-14.0 PRO, X-12.6 PRO LITE, X-14.0
PRO LITE, FX-11 FUTURE PRO, FX-12.6, FX-14

The X series boards feature a wave piercing bow, displacement hull and a highly efficient “2-phase” rocker-line
that keeps the X series boards in glide mode between strokes. Full rails encourage stability so the rider can put
his energy into the power-zone of the stroke rather than wasting precious energy to maintain balance. Sharp
rails at the tail shear water for drag reduction and unleash nearly unlimited top-end speed.
The new FX is quickly becoming a crowd pleaser given its enhanced stability, speed and glide. It features a
ground breaking, crossover hull design that excels in variable water and race conditions. We’ve designed a
more voluminous and bulbous nose with an accelerated nose rocker to mitigate purling. The tail of the FX is
slightly wider and rails are more full to encourage stability in bumpier conditions. Welcome to the podium club.
All X and FX Series boards feature an ergonomic cockpit, comfortable crocodile textured deck pad and an SIC
proprietary EZ-Grab Handle. We have also upgraded the durability by incorporating a layer of Innegra in the tip,
tail and rails of the boards. The PRO models come with a removable race handle.

X-12 / X-14 - The standard SIC X series boards are the perfect race, fitness and touring boards for the entry
level to recreational expert paddler who wants a board to get in shape and stay ahead of your friends or the
pack at your local race. The X is the perfect blend of speed and stability.
X-12 PRO / X-14 PRO - These are the ultimate race boards for expert and elite race paddlers who want the
fastest boards on the water for both inland waters, open ocean course and distance paddling / racing. These
boards are not designed for recreational use unless the paddler has very good balance and is a skilled paddler.
X-12 PRO-LITE / X-14 PRO-LITE - This board is for the absolute lightweight elite and/or junior racer looking
for the fastest board on the water.
NEW FOR 2016: FX 11.0 Future Pro / FX 12.6 / FX 14.0 -The FX-Series is a result of rider feedback. The FX
shines in all conditions. We’ve seen an evolution in races that incorporate flat water, open ocean and surf.
Therefore, the FX is designed to be the premier crossover race board. We are super stoked to introduce the
FX 11 Future Pro for the lightweight youth paddlers who strive to be at the front of the pack or just have a
blast blazing their local scene.
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X 12.6

ALL AROUND / FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

If you want a fast all around fitness/race board that has a bit more width for added
stability then the X-12 is your board. Stability means you can paddle further with less
fatigue. Stability is also the key to SIC boards winning pedigree as founder/shaper Mark
Raaphorst’s design philosophy is: You are fastest when standing on your board rather
than lying in the water next to it. The wave piercing bow and dual zone rocker offer low
drag in “displacement mode” while in calm waters and is stable when in “planing mode”
in choppier, off wind conditions. Sharp rails at the tail shear water to maximize speed.
WEIGHT
32LBS
14.5KGS (+/-

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0CM

WIDTH
29.50”
74.9CM

THICKNESS
6.77”
17.2CM

VOLUME
266L

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0CM

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8CM

THICKNESS
6.85”
17.4CM

VOLUME WEIGHT
25LBS
256L
11KGS (+/- 10%)

10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck
for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. Tough Wood Carbon (TWC) molded construction with wood reinforced
deck, carbon reinforced/stiffening rail wrap for an extremely strong yet lively feel under foot or Each equipped with croc
skin EVA deck pad, cargo net, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab
handle, single surf leash plug
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WINNER OF THE 2013 MEN’S JOURNAL GEAR OF THE YEAR! A fast and stable fitness/race board that is always ready to for all excursions and exercises. This 14 foot
beauty offers added stability especially for larger paddlers due to its higher volume and
comfortable width. The displacement bow cuts like a knife through flat-water and chop.
The flatter rocker-line keeps the board in glide mode between strokes and lets you step
back onto the second phase of the rocker so you can take off like a rocket. Sharp rails at
the tail shear water for unlimited high-end speed in the open range.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

FINS & FEATURES

X 14.0

ALL AROUND / FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4CM

THICKNESS
6.81”
17.3CM

VOLUME
296L

WEIGHT
35LBS
16KGS (+/- 10%)

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4CM

THICKNESS
6.81”
17.3CM

VOLUME
296L

WEIGHT
28LBS
12.6KGS (+/-

FINS & FEATURES

10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced
deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. Tough Wood Carbon (TWC) molded construction with wood
reinforced deck, carbon reinforced/stiffening rail wrap for an extremely strong yet lively feel under foot or Each
equipped with croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 8.3” fin, Gore-Tex breather
valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug
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X12.6 PROLITE

X12.6 PRO

FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

SIC has taken feedback from some of the best paddlers in the world and molded it
into the X-Pro Series boards. If you paddle in glassy lakes or sheltered bays, then this
electrifying board will be stable enough for most advanced paddlers who have good
balance. Keep in mind that conditions are rarely flat, smooth or glassy, especially in
a race or if you are trailing the pack. Elite paddlers have exceptional balance and can
handle narrower boards in an effort to maximize their turning agility, acceleration and
top-end speed. The SIC team is no exception and they have been winning races around
the globe on these boards. Grab yourself a board and paddle like a pro. You will then
understand a part of their secret.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
12’6”
381CM

FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
26.0”
66.0CM

THICKNESS
7.0”
17.78CM

VOLUME
230L

WEIGHT
22LBS
10KGS (+/- 10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced
deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon
Weedless 7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle
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FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

Lina Augaitis, Georges Cronsteadt wanted the fastest board possible for races that
are in protected waters like the Abu Dhabi and Lost Mills races, so Mark designed the
X-12 PRO-LITE. This board is for the most elite, lighter weight male and female paddlers and for serious youth paddlers who want the winning edge. Because the board
is 24.6”/62.5cm narrow, the bottom cross sections were redesigned so side-to-side
stability was maintained to the fullest. Both tail rocker and deck drainage were optimized. The board comes stock with the EZ-Grab handle and removable race handle for
beach starts. The X-12 PRO-LITE is a hyper fast and agile, pure flat water racing board.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
12’6”
381CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
24.63”
62.6CM

THICKNESS
7.0”
17.78CM

VOLUME
208L

WEIGHT
21LBS
9.3KGS (+/-

10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck
for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless
7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug

X14.0 PRO

FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

Like the X-12 Pro, the X-14 is built for speed over stability. Whether racing in the Elite
14-foot or unlimited class, course or distance racing, the X-14 is best-in-class. The
X-14 PRO’s progressive waterline provides a lively feel, which leads to quicker acceleration getting on glide faster and staying on glide longer. The narrower shape makes for
a faster, more agile, pure race board for the Elite racer.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
26.0”
66.0CM

THICKNESS
7.0”
17.78CM

VOLUME
253L

WEIGHT
24LBS
11KGS (+/- 10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck
for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless
8.3” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle

X 14.0 PROLITE

FLAT-WATER / TOURING / RACE

This board is 24.0”/61.0cm wide. The additional length gives the X-14’ PRO-LITE
a sleeker outline while preserving stability. The 14’ PRO-LITE gives racers like Lina
Augaitis, Georges Cronsteadt and Sonni Honscheid unmatched acceleration, unrivaled
top end speed and maximum glide. Augaitis became the fastest women paddler on
earth at the 2014 Lost Mills contest in Germany. The bottom cross sections allow the
racer to get up to top speed quicker and stay at your top speed longer with less effort.
The piercing bow design and missile like outline mean the board will continue to accelerate the harder you stroke. The new X-14’ PRO-LITE is designed to put Elite racer
ahead of the pack and on top of the podium.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
24.0”
61.0CM

THICKNESS
7.0”
17.78CM

VOLUME
226L

WEIGHT
23LBS
10.5KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced
deck for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon
Weedless 8.3” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle
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FX12.6 PRO

NEW FOR 2016!

FLAT-WATER / OPEN WATER / TOURING / RACE

The FX-12.6 is the result of hours of rider feedback and refinement from Lina Augaitis,
Georges Cronsteadt and Sonni Honscheid. We were on a mission to create the ultimate
cross-over open water race board for today’s mixed condition races. We started with
the race lines of the X-Series and added more volume and rocker to the bow to chew
through cross chop. Next we rounded out the rails to slice through side winds and flattened the deck for getting in and out of surf. We increased the flat stabilizing section of
the bottom and then spent more hours on water tweaking until we got it right. The end
result is one of the most versatile crossover boards on the market. Fast, technical and
able to handle a variety of water conditions. When you can only bring one board with
you to do it all, this your new best option.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
12’6”
381CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
25.50”
64.8CM

THICKNESS
7.75”
19.7CM

VOLUME
265L

WEIGHT
22LBS
10KGS (+/- 10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck
for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless
7.0” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle
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FX14.0 PRO

NEW FOR 2016!

FLAT-WATER / OPEN WATER / TOURING / RACE

A few years ago we set out to dominate flat water race with the addition of the XSeries race boards. It evolved to the X Pro and the X Pro-Lite to meet the demands
and feedback of our world class riders. The FX-14.0 is the next chapter in our race
series. Derived from concept of the X-Series, the FX builds on those fast water lines
with more bow volume, a more forgiving rocker, a flattened out deck and a more
forgiving and stabilizing bottom section. The result? The fastest, most versatile race
board on the planet.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
25.0”
63.6CM

THICKNESS
7.75”
19.7CM

VOLUME
290L

WEIGHT
24LBS
11KGS (+/- 10%)

Single Carbon Composite (SCC) full wrap biaxial carbon, Innegra™ tip, rail and tail reinforcement, PVC reinforced deck
for the ultimate in strength, weight and stiffness. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless
8.3” fin, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle
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SIC YOUTH
Here at SIC, we take Ohana seriously and as with any Ohana,
we put an emphasis on supporting the youth movement. We
have created an assortment of product geared specifically to
the younger paddler that uses the same design features as
our adult product. If you have a grom that is interested in
downwinding, racing, or even just getting out on the water
for the first time, there is a board and a paddle in our line
specifically for them. As the competitive nature of youth races
has taken off, we have built more sophisticated product to
meet the demand. It will not be long now before the new
generation of paddlers are standing on the podium.
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BOLT 65
2 PC ADJ

GLIDE 65
2 PC ADJ

YOUTH

YOUTH

SHAFT

SHAFT

GRIP

GRIP

 $BSCPO TIBGU t QJFDF BEKVTUBCMF t
wPGBEKVTUBCJMJUZtSPVOETIBGUtDMBNQ
lock for adjustability
-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt
youth specific grip
BLADE

 CJBY DBSCPO XFUMBN t  EFHSFF
CMBEF TXFFQ GPS PQUJNBM DBUDIQPXFS t
foiled to minimize turbulence, providing the
TNPPUIFTU FOUSZFYJU QPTTJCMF t DVSWFE UJQ
BOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt
Blades offered in one size: 65 square inches

 (MBTT TIBGU t QJFDF BEKVTUBCMF
t w PG BEKVTUBCJMJUZ t SPVOE TIBGU t
clamp lock for adjustability

FX11.0 FUTURE PRO
NEW FOR 2016!

OPEN WATER / RACE

The FX-11.0 Future Pro is the board for tomorrow’s pros…delivered today! We took
the FX design principals and scaled them down into an elite youth race board. It utilizes
the same increased bow volume and forgiving rocker line as the adult models. We’ve
reinforced the impact zones with bamboo on the deck and bottom as well we added
360 degrees of Innegra™ ensuring this board will take a licking and keep on ripping. It
will not only be super fast but it will also last for the next sibling in line for youth racing.

-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFtCMBEEFSNPMEFE
tZPVUITQFDJmDHSJQ

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

BLADE

FINS & FEATURES

CJBYHMBTTXFUMBNtZPVUITQFDJmDCMBEFtEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPS
PQUJNBMQPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVlence, providing the smoothest entry/exit
QPTTJCMFtDVSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFS
GBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJO
one size: 65 square inches

LENGTH
11’0”
335CM

WIDTH
24.0”
61.0CM

THICKNESS
6.75”
17.1CM

VOLUME
195L

WEIGHT
22LBS
10KGS (+/- 10%)

Glass Carbon with full Innegra™ reinforcement top, bottom and rails, deck and bottom bamboo wood sandwich, for
the ultimate in strength and durability. croc skin EVA deck pad, U.S. standard finbox / 12K Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin,
Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle, single surf leash plug, removable race handle
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SURFSERIES
FISH 7.11, FISH 8.8, FISH 9.5, CARVE 8.6, CARVE 9.4, BULLY
9.11, BULLY 10.6, RECON 9.9, RECON 10.4, RECON 11.4,
RECON11.11, REX 10.6,

The Fish, Carve, Bully, Recon and REX series boards cover a range that will hit every wave condition,
rider size, style and ability. Quick to drop into small to mid sized waves or for those looking to catch
the big one, the 2016 surf range from SIC can cover your quiver. If you are looking for a forgiving
nose rocker, responsive tail rocker, boards that offer stability, carve-ability or something for the
Big Kahuna, look no further. Dressed out with premium diamond grooved EVA deck pads and 12K
carbon fins, SIC’s surf collection is like no other on the market.
The SIC range of SUP Surf Boards are perfect for the intermediate to recreational expert SUP Surfer
looking for a high performance SUP Surfboard in a size and shape for rifling barrels or lazy summer
rollers. SIC prides itself on building boards people can grow into and not grow out of.

FISH - No catch and release here because once you ride a FISH, you will never want to throw it back.
These boards are fast, fun and super maneuverable. The increased width means you can get through
the impact zone with ease. After all, it is all about riding the wave with style and not a competition to
see who can balance longest without falling in. Save your energy for shredding with the SIC FISH.
CARVE - The heart of a rhino chaser with the nimble nature of a jackrabbit, the CARVE was built to
run with unprecedented agility and maneuverability. This low rocker short board will give you an easy
entry and the pulled in pin tail means it will hold on steeper waves with fast rail-to-rail action. When
the conditions get some size, it’s time to get on the CARVE.
BULLY - Big guys get a bad wrap sometimes because people think they are always pushing their
weight around. Well, the BULLY is a tribute to all the BULLIES in the lineup. SIC believes waves
are for anyone who wants to drop in, big or small. The BULLY has all the stability you need without
sacrificing maneuverability. The quick draw from the wide point to the pintail means that you can
carve a bottom turn again like a grom. If your a lighter rider who simply likes stability and to kick-out
and stomp the end of your ride then get ready to look like a hero.
RECON - The RECON series are for the surfer who likes to get on the wave early and work the wave
for every last drop of fun. The full nose makes it easy to get on waves with less power. The outline,
rocker and tail make a for a board that is fast, maneuverable and can hang in almost anything the
ocean can throw your way. If you also like to breakout of the surf and cruise the coastline or harbor,
then the RECON series boards are just what you are looking for. The RECON 11.11. Is also great for
fitness, touring and downwind runs. It also meets the 12.0 foot and under rule for racing in the surf
class.
REX - The REX is in line for the throne. “The REX” (which means The KING) is our new go anywhere,
do anything all around board. With its generous volume, progressive lines and contours, this
everyday driver is fast down the line because of its trimming waterlines. Step back on the 2 + 1 fin
set up and let the bottom turns rip. The U.S. finbox and FCS side bites means you can experiment
with you fin setup based on the conditions. If surf is not your style, this board has the volume to take
you anywhere you want to go.
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FISH 7.11

FISH 8.8

ALL-ROUND SURF

ALL-ROUND SURF

The FISH 7.11 has proven to be one of the most versatile surf designs when a swell hits
the shore. With a flat rocker, full nose, straight outline shape and wide swallowtail, the
Fish 7.11 is super stable in the lineup and as fun as it gets for small to mid size waves.
The swallowtail provides the needed rail drive and sensitivity for maximum control
through your turns. The waterline leaves you with good speed down the line and carries its speed through tricky maneuvers in all conditions. Don’t be deceived by the retro
design, as these fish are the modern day rippers.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
7’11”
241.3CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.75”
75.6CM

THICKNESS
3.74”
9.5CM

VOLUME
100L

WEIGHT
16.5LBS
7.47KGS (+/-

10%)

Featuring a durable Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight
and flex characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA deck pad, FCS Fusion compatible
/ 12K Carbon Three/Four XL (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and dual surf
leash plugs Leash plugs
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The FISH 8.8 is one of the big brothers to the FISH 7.11 and the underling to the FISH
9.5. Geared towards a small to mid-size rider who paddles in small to large surf, if
you charge then you will be “in charge” on the FISH 8.8. The board is surprisingly
stable for its length due to its fish outline and wide swallowtail. No wave is the same
and every break is different so the FISH 8.8 is your Swiss Army Knife for the waves.
It can carve up anything!

LENGTH
8’8”
264.2CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.75”
75.6CM

THICKNESS
3.78”
9.6CM

VOLUME
111L

WEIGHT
18.3LBS
8.3KGS (+/-

10%)

Featuring a durable Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight
and flex characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA deck pad, FCS Fusion compatible
/ 12K Carbon Three/Four XL (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and dual surf
leash plugs Leash plugs

REX 10.6

FISH 9.5
The FISH 9.5 was designed for the 190 lbs/86 kg plus surfer in mind. Its extra volume
helps paddle through the shore break and into the lineup. If you demand performance
in the waves but don’t want to be sinking up to their neck while they wait in the lineup
then this board is your weapon of choice. This Fish crushes in any size surf and excels
in mid to larger kine waves. This FISH will fillet waves for lighter paddlers who like
stability and maneuverability on small to mid size waves as well.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
9’5”
287.0CM

FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.63”
75.2CM

THICKNESS
4.25”
10.8CM

NEW FOR 2016!

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / SURF

ALL-ROUND SURF

The REX is in line for the throne. “The REX” (Latin for KING) is our new go anywhere,
do anything all around SUP surf design. With its generous volume, and a wider mid
width than the Recon 10.4, the REX is fast down the line and extremely maneuverable
due to its progressive shaping and trimming waterlines. Step back on the 2+1 fin set
up and let the bottom turns rip. If shredding waves is only part of the plan then cruise
this all around shape around the harbor and meet your REGINA (Latin for Queen)
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

VOLUME
145L

WEIGHT
21.4LBS
9.7KGS (+/-

10%)

Durable Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA deck pad, FCS Fusion compatible / 12K
Carbon Three/Four XL (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and
dual surf leash plugs

LENGTH
10’6”
320.0CM

WIDTH
32.0”
81.3CM

THICKNESS
4.5”
11.4CM

VOLUME
180L

WEIGHT
25LBS
11.3KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Durable Glass Composite (GC) construction with Innegra™ reinforced tip, rails and tail, wood reinforced
deck to dampen the ride and resist heel denting, diamond grooved EVA deck pad, main fin plus FCS Fusion
compatible / 12K Carbon 2+1 fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and
dual surf leash plugs
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NEW FOR 2016!

BULLY 9.11

BULLY 10.6

Heros are not made every day, but this fun, stable shredder is doing its part to make
every day heros in the line up. With a new, smaller version for 2016, the Bully isn’t just
for the big boys anymore. Wide mid points, extra volume and a pulled in performance
tail mean you don’t have to sacrifice fun for performance.

With its high volume capacity, wider mid-point, yet pulled-in outline and progressive
thruster or optional quad fin set-up, bigger paddlers get the best of stability and shredability. The Bully 10.6 gives you carving rail-to-rail surf performance. This is the board
that will deliver the performance you want but still provide the platform you need to
conserve energy, in choppy conditions and is a breeze to catch waves.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

ALL-ROUND SURF

LENGTH
9’11”
289.5CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
32.0”
81.3CM

THICKNESS
4.5”
11.43CM

VOLUME
165L

ALL-ROUND SURF

WEIGHT
23LBS
10.5KGS (+/-

10%)

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible /
12K Carbon Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf
leash plugs
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LENGTH
10’6”
320CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
33.0”
83.8CM

THICKNESS
4.5”
11.43CM

VOLUME
180L

WEIGHT
25LBS
11.4KGS (+/-

10%)

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible /
12K Carbon Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf
leash plugs

NEW FOR 2016!

NEW FOR 2016!

CARVE 8.6

CARVE 9.4

PERFORMANCE SURF

PERFORMANCE SURF

There is a reason that surfers have quivers. It gives them the right tool to get the job
done. And when you are ready punch the clock on some heavy surf, the Carve is the
board that will deliver a payday. More pinned out and with less volume than our other
surf boards, It should come with a warning, “For those that dare, the road ahead is
paved with smiles.” Set it up as a thruster or a quad and let this baby run.

Don’t call it a comeback! The Carve returns in 2016 for its sophomore release. Back by
popular demand, this shredder is geared up for getting down with larger conditions.
While the tail is pulled in like the Bully, the reduced volume and smaller width make this
the go to for long drawn out carves on the face of the wave and a good bite when things
get sizeable. Not for the feint of heart, the Carve is all performance surf.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

LENGTH
8’6”
259.0CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.0”
73.6CM

THICKNESS
4.0”
10.16CM

VOLUME
115L

WEIGHT
19LBS
8.5KGS (+/-

10%)

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible /
12K Carbon Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf
leash plugs

LENGTH
9’4”
285.0CM

WIDTH
29.0”
73.6CM

THICKNESS
4.0”
10.16CM

VOLUME
125L

WEIGHT
20LBS
9.0KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Glass Composite (GC) construction with wood reinforced deck for the best strength to weight and flex
characteristics. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible /
12K Carbon Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf
leash plugs
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RECON 9.9

RECON 10.4

ALL-ROUND SURF

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / SURF

This fun-shape, surf-style board, receives amazing reviews every time someone takes
it into the line-up. Whether paddling through the shorebreak, standing outside waiting
for your wave or dropping in, the Recon 9.9 does it with style and ease. It performs
great down the line on smaller waves due to its full nose and turns great on mid to
large size waves as a result of its squash tail. This is a perfect all-round surfboard for
light-to-mid-weight surfers.

The Recon 10.4 is the board that offers stability and performance for nearly any size
rider. This board excels in all wave sizes. It tracks well when lining up for the drop and
gets moving on the face quickly. It holds nicely in the wave, accelerates down the line
and carves and cuts like a knife. If you want to have a blast and look like a pro then the
Recon 10.4 is the way to go.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

LENGTH
9’9”
297.0CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9CM

THICKNESS
4.13”
10.5CM

VOLUME
128L

WEIGHT
21LBS
9.5KGS (+/-

10%)

Tough Wood (TW) molded construction with wood reinforced deck for an extremely strong yet lively feel under
foot. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible / 12K Carbon
Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf leash plugs
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LENGTH
10’4”
315.0CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
31.0”
78.7CM

THICKNESS
4.09”
10.4CM

VOLUME
144L

WEIGHT
22LBS
10.0KGS (+/-

10%)

Tough Wood (TW) molded construction with wood reinforced deck for an extremely strong yet lively feel under
foot. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, FCS Fusion compatible / 12K Carbon
Three/Four (quad/thruster) fin set, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf leash plugs

RECON 11.4

RECON 11.11

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / SURF

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / RACE / SURF

If you subscribe to the 80/20 rule (surf 80% of the time and paddle flat water recreation
and fitness the other 20% of the time), then the Recon 11.4 is a great board for you.
This board is fun and versatile. The 11.4 is designed for the person that’s looking for
more of a classic longboard feel. It is longer than the than the Recon 10.4 so you have
performance with great turning capability. Step forward and get toes-on-the-nose with
its full, fun shape nose. If the waves are flat, you can still take this Recon for a good
flat water cruise.

The Recon 11.11 is at home in the surf or on the lake. Its running length and generous
volume make it a board for the whole family. Inspired by a SIC classic (the Kunalu),
which proceeded nearly all things SIC, this modern and refined iteration features an
intelligent surf outline with a fast rocker profile so it glides well in calm conditions, but
can also catch bumps in the ocean or on a lake fetch. If you want an all-round touring cruising board, to try your hand at downwinding or play in the surf, then give the
Recon11.11 is for you. For added reward you can enter your local race, as this board
fits the guidelines for the surf class. Basically this board can do it all.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
11’4”
345.0CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9CM

THICKNESS
4.72”
12.0CM

VOLUME
171L

WEIGHT
24LBS
10.8KGS (+/-

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
10%)

Tough Wood (TW) molded construction with wood reinforced deck for an extremely strong yet lively feel under
foot. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, cargo net, U.S. finbox 9.0” Mahi single
fin / 12K Carbon, Gore-Tex breather valve, Ergo undercut handle and single surf leash plugs

LENGTH
11’11”
363.0CM

WIDTH
31.0”
78.7CM

THICKNESS
4.84”
12.3CM

VOLUME
200L

WEIGHT
28LBS
12.6KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Tough Wood (TW) molded construction with wood reinforced deck for an extremely strong yet lively feel under
foot. The board comes equipped with diamond grooved EVA Deck Pad, cargo net, U.S. finbox 9.0” Mahi single
fin / 12K Carbon, Gore-Tex breather valve, EZ-Grab handle and single surf leash plugs
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AIR-GLIDESERIES

X-12.6, X-14.0, X-12.6 PRO, X-14.0 PRO, X-12.6 PRO LITE,
X-14.0 PRO LITE, FX-11 FUTURE PRO, FX-12.6, FX-14

SIC Inflatables are a notch above the rest. All of our designs are
derived from their composite counterpart. This means tested
geometry and proven performance translated to inflatable Drop Stitch
Construction (DSC) technology. New for 2016 is our Dyneema Stringer
Technology (DST). The new DST combined with a double reinforced
rail construction and six-inch drop stitch constructions provides the
ultimate in rigidity. Rigidity translates to stability, speed and control.
DST also helps to maintain a consistent rocker line providing the most
streamlined inflatable possible. This new construction coupled with
our all new designs, the X12.6 Pro-Lite and the Bullet 14.0 are best in
class performance inflatables. We spared no expense in constructing
an inflatable range. We transferred our knowledge of high performance
rockers and sleek lines to turn your average inflatable into something
that will set a new benchmark for inflatable technology.

Recon 10.4 / Recon 11.4 - This all round fitness board is perfect
for cruising the harbor or picking off a few fun ones in the lineup.
The Recon series is fun, forgiving and able to handle a wide range of
conditions.
X -12.6 / X-Pro Lite 12.6 - Pump up, stand up, keep up. The X series
inflatables are designed with the same flat water characteristics as our
award winning X series Composites. Low rocker, sleek water lines and
narrow widths mean domination on the race course or just covering
more ground touring around. That’s a big promise for a board that fits
in the trunk of your car.
Bullet 14 - New for 2016, the Bullet 14 takes a page from the SIC
downwind playbook and creates its own class with the first dedicated
downwind inflatable. Built to get in and out of troughs, this versatile
board is able to handle anything you throw at it. Flat water, open ocean
bumps and beach break surf are all in the wheelhouse for this quiver
killer. If touring is your game than there is no more better choice.
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AIR-GLIDE

RECON 10.4

AIR-GLIDE

RECON 11.4

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

The Recon 10.4 Air-Glide is a super versatile surf / fitness style board. It is also great
for SUP Yoga or trying your hand at whitewater SUP. The board is agile, durable and
very shreddable. The overall volume works for lightweight riders and will float paddlers
in excess of 220 lbs./ 100 kgs. This is a great all around board for cruising, surfing,
playing crash-up derby with the family when you are sick of being anchored up the
harbor. This board is ready to go out of the box with paddle, fin, backpack and more.

This classic longboard style all around surf / fitness board is a great to please the kids,
the wife and the wallet. Dad’s love all the Air-Glide boards because you can spend the
day horsing around you won’t have to spend the whole night patching up holes. Even
punctures are easy, as the board is equipped with a repair kit if you happen to drop the
anchor on it. The Recon 11.4 Air-Glide has a huge range, for riders nearly any weight.
At 15 PSI, its super stiff and at 6 inches thick, the volume is abundant, this board can
float the whole family.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
10’4”
315CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
31.0”
78.7CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
300L

WEIGHT
19.4LBS
8.8KGS (+/-

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
10%)

(DST) Dyneema stringer technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail
construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate
and single action to bring up to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo
net, patch kit, wheelie backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect
9.0” fin for quick setup and breakdown

LENGTH
11’4”
345CM

WIDTH
30.0”
76.2CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
310L

WEIGHT
21LBS
9.6KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

(DST) Dyneema stringer technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail
construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate
and single action to bring up to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo
net, patch kit, wheelie backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect
9.0” fin for quick setup and breakdown
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AIR-GLIDE

X12.6

AIR-GLIDE

NEW FOR 2016!

FLAT WATER RACE / TOURING

FLAT WATER RACE / TOURING

Sharing basically the same dimensions of the X-12 SCC/TWC composite boards, this
touring / fitness / race board is perfect for family fun, fitness and for competing in the
12’6” inflatable race class. The X-12.6 Air-Glide is the stiffest board in its class at 15 psi.
While this board is a great recreational fun, we are also confident that it is also one of
the fastest race board in its class. The low drag fin make this board fast or with the U.S.
finbox, which is standard on all SIC Air-Glide inflatables, you can put any fin on you like.

Show up, pump up, keep up. Introducing the fastest, lightest and stiffest inflatable
raceboard on the market. Crafted from the same pedigree as it’s SCC brother, the allnew Air Glide X-12.6 Pro Lite features water shearing lines, a low profile displacement
hull design and race handles for beach starts and finishes. Dyneema Stringer Technology provides unparalleled rigidity though the bow and center lines of the board. This
board will be a frequent face on the podium of the inflatable class in 2016.

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

LENGTH
12’6”
381CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
30.0”
76.2CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
330L

WEIGHT
21.6LBS
9.8KGS (+/-

10%)

(DST) Dyneema stringer technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail
construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate
and single action to bring up to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo
net, patch kit, wheelie backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect
9.0” fin for quick setup and breakdown
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X12.6 PROLITE

LENGTH
12’6”
381CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
24.75”
62.8CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
280L

WEIGHT
19LBS
8.6KGS (+/-

10%)

(DST) Dyneema stringer technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail
construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate
and single action to bring up to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo
net, patch kit, wheelie backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect
9.0” fin for quick setup and breakdown

NEW FOR 2016!

AIR-GLIDE

BULLET14.0

OPEN WATER RACE / TOURING

At the very core of SIC lies the DNA of Downwinding. There is something magical about
feeling the board release and pick up the momentum of the sea during a downwind run,
but not everyone has room to store a 17.4 Bullet Unlimited at their place. Meet the new
kid in the parking lot at Maliko Gulch (and he came on a mountain bike and he’s taking
the bus back after the run). The Air Glide Bullet 14.0 packs all of the SIC downwind
know how into one, convenient and competitive package.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7CM

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
340L

WEIGHT
25LBS
11.3KGS (+/-

10%)

FINS & FEATURES

(DST) Dyneema stringer technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail
construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate
and single action to bring up to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo
net, patch kit, wheelie backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect
9.0” fin for quick setup and breakdown
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PADDLES

To make a paddle that is just as technical and fast as SIC
boards takes countless hours of design, R and D and
testing. For 2016, we have reinvented our paddle line by
focusing on the details so you do not have to think about
them. New features for this year are ergonomic handle
and shaft shapes, a completely new Battle Paddle, patented Lever Lock™ adjustable technology in 2 and 3 piece
designs, new adjustable youth paddles and all of this with
our slick, new paddle designs.

BATTLE 80/90
ELITE RACE
SHAFT

1SFQSFH$BSCPOTIBGUNNTUJGGOFTTt0WBMUBQFSFEt
Standard 87” cut-to-length shaft
GRIP

$BSCPOmCFS(SJQt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt&7"XSBQQFE&SHPEZOBNJD
grip
BLADE

,1SFQSFH#MBEF XJUI,FWMBSSFJOGPSDFEUJQ t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSFTBOEXJDItEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBM
QPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF QSPWJEJOHUIFTNPPUIFTU
FOUSZFYJUQPTTJCMFt$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSB
RVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUXPTJ[FT TRVBSFJODIFT

MALIKO 80/90
ELITE RACE
SHAFT

$BSCPOTIBGUNNTUJGGOFTTt0WBMUBQFSFEt4UBOEBSEw
cut-to-length shaft
GRIP

$BSCPOmCFS(SJQt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt&7"XSBQQFE&SHPEZOBNJD
grip
BLADE

,1SFQSFH#MBEF XJUI,FWMBSSFJOGPSDFEUJQ tEFHSFF
CMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBMQPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
QSPWJEJOHUIFTNPPUIFTUFOUSZFYJUQPTTJCMFt$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUXPTJ[FT
80,90 square inches

BOLT 80/90

RACE / SURF / FITNESS
SHAFT

$BSCPOBOE(MBTTTIBGUNNTUJGGOFTTt0WBMUBQFSFE
t4UBOEBSEwDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU
GRIP

-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt&7"XSBQQFE&SHP
dynamic grip
BLADE

#JBY$BSCPO1SFQSFH#MBEF XJUI,FWMBSSFJOGPSDFEUJQ t
EFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBMQPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[F
UVSCVMFODF QSPWJEJOHUIFTNPPUIFTUFOUSZFYJUQPTTJCMFt$VSWFE
UJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJO
two sizes: 80,90 square inches

BATTLE 80/90

MALIKO 80/90

BOLT 80/90

LEVER LOCK™
ADJ HANDLE

BOLT 65 2 PC ADJ
YOUTH
SHAFT

$BSCPOTIBGUtQJFDFBEKVTUBCMFtwPGBEKVTUBCJMJUZ
t3PVOETIBGUt$MBNQMPDLGPSBEKVTUBCJMJUZ
GRIP

-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt:PVUITQFDJmDHSJQ
BLADE

#JBYDBSCPOQSFQSFHCMBEFt:PVUITQFDJmDCMBEFtEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBMQPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF QSPWJEJOHUIFTNPPUIFTUFOUSZFYJUQPTTJCMFt$VSWFEUJQ
BOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOPOF
size: 65 square inches

GLIDE 65 2 PC ADJ
YOUTH
SHAFT

(MBTTTIBGUtQJFDFBEKVTUBCMFtwPGBEKVTUBCJMJUZt
3PVOETIBGUt$MBNQMPDLGPSBEKVTUBCJMJUZ
GRIP

-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFt#MBEEFSNPMEFEt:PVUITQFDJmDHSJQ
BLADE

(MBTTXFUMBZVQ#MBEFt:PVUITQFDJmDCMBEFtEFHSFF
CMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBMQPXFSt'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
QSPWJEJOHUIFTNPPUIFTUFOUSZFYJUQPTTJCMFt$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSBRVJDLDBUDIt#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOPOFTJ[F
square inches

FLOW 90-2 PC

ADJ. W/LEVER LOCK™
RECREATION / FLEET
SHAFT

'JCFSHMBTTTIBGUtQJFDFBEKVTUBCMF-FWFS-PDLBEKVTUBCJMJUZTZTUFNt'JCFSHMBTTIBOEMFTIBGUXJUIwPGBEKVTUBCJMJUZ
70”- 86”
GRIP

"#4 5 )BOEMF XJUI -FWFS -PDL  DMBNQ t -PDLJOH BMJHONFOU
markers
BLADE

$3'5CMBEFGPSUIFVMUJNBUFJOEVSBCJMJUZt#MBEFPGGFSFEJOPOFTJ[F
90 square inches

FLOW 90-3PC ADJ
W/LEVER LOCK™ ADJ HANDLE

RECREATION / FLEET
SHAFT

 'JCFSHMBTT TIBGU t  QJFDF BEKVTUBCMF -FWFS -PDL BEKVTUBCJMJUZTZTUFN mUTJOTJEFPG4*$1$QBEEMFUSBWFMCBH t'JCFSHMBTT
handle shaft with 16” of adjustability – 70”- 86”
GRIP

"#45)BOEMFXJUI-FWFS-PDLDMBNQt-PDLJOHBMJHONFOUNBSLers
BLADE

$3'5CMBEFGPSUIFVMUJNBUFJOEVSBCJMJUZt#MBEFPGGFSFEJOPOFTJ[F
90 square inches

BOLT 65
YOUTH

GLIDE 65
YOUTH

FLOW 90 2PC
W/LEVER LOCK™
ADJ HANDLE

FLOW 90 3PC
W/LEVER LOCK™
ADJ HANDLE

BOARD BAGS

PRO / PROLITE SERIES

SURF SERIES

BULLET SERIES
X SERIES
F SERIES
FX SERIES
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SURF SERIES

BULLET SERIES
F SERIES
FX SERIES
X SERIES

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST

t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ

t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

t"DDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF

BOARD MODEL / SIZES

FISH 7’11”, FISH 8’8”, FISH
9’5”, BULLY 9’11”, BULLY
10’6”, REX 10’6”, RECON 9’9”,
RECON 10’4”, RECON 11’4”,
RECON 11’11”, CARVE 8’6”,
CARVE 9’4”

t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM
t$PNQSFTTJPOTUSBQT

BOARD MODEL / SIZES

BULLET 11’0”, BULLET 12’6”,
BULLET 14’0”, BULLET V2
14’0”, BULLET 17’4”, F-12’0”,
F-14’0”, F-16’0”

PRO SERIES
PROLITE SERIES

PADDLE BAG

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT

t)FBWZEVUZGVMMDPGmO[JQQFST

t"EKVTUBCMFTIPVMEFSTUSBQ

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT OPTFUBJM

t"EKVTUGPSNVMUJQMFQBEEMFT

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ
t;JQBDDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF
t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM
t$PNQSFTTJPOTUSBQT
tNNGPBNBSPVOEUIFCPBSE
tNNQBEEJOH OPTFBOEUBJM
t%VSBCMFEJBNPOETLJOSFJO
GPSDFNFOU OPTFBOEUBJM 

BOARD MODEL / SIZES
X-12.’6” PRO, X-12’6” PRO-LITE,
X-14’ PRO, X-14’ PRO-LITE,
FX PRO 12’6”, FX PRO 14’,
FX 11’ FUTURE PRO

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

3/PC
PADDLE BAG
t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t7FMDSP$MPTVSF

BLADE BAG
t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t7FMDSP$MPTVSF
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TRAVEL BAGS
STOWAWAY
90L (70 x 40 x 40cm) 1.4kg / 3.1 lbs
,&:'&"563&4
- 600D Polyester Ripstop
- Water repellent bottom
- Removable shoulder strap
- Lockable-Zipper heads fit TSA approved locks
- Detachable laundry bags
- Large U-Shaped opening with changing mat

CONTINENTAL
45L (56 x 32 x 25cm) 3.3kg / 7.25 lbs
,&:'&"563&4
- 600D Polyester Ripstop
- Double-Decker compartment construction
- Ironclad molded base with skate wheels
- Flex zone for more volume
- Lockable-Zipper heads fit TSA approved locks
- Telescoping handle
- Internal compression straps
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INTER ISLANDS
32L (53 x 31 x 18cm) 0.71kg / 1.5 lbs
,&:'&"563&4
- 600D Polyester Ripstop
- Ergonomic shoulder straps and soft back padding
- Padded laptop and tablet compartment
- Various organizer pockets
- Side compression straps
- External side pockets

INTERNATIONAL
115L (77 x 40 x 38cm) 4.9kg / 10.8 lbs
,&:'&"563&4
- 600D Polyester Ripstop w/ compression straps
- Ironclad molded base with skate wheels
- Double-Decker compartment construction
- Flex zone for more volume
- Lockable-Zipper heads fit TSA approved locks
- Detachable laundry bags
- Telescoping handle
- Comfort handles
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ACCESSORIES

WEEDLESS 7.0”

WEEDLESS 8.3”

DAGGER 8.0”

This fin is fast and can cut through any type of
grass or kelp. Light weight with strength equals
hi-performance. Also available in 8.3”.

This fin is fast and can cut through any type of
grass or kelp. Light weight with strength equals
hi-performance. Also available in 7.0”.

The proven winner for the F.A.S.T. equipped
Bullet 17 and 14V2 as well as the F-16 steering
system boards.

,$"3#0/'*/

MAHI 9.0”

,$"3#0/4*/(-&'*/
Classic 9” Single Surf Fin. Glass /
Carbon, for a standard finbox.

,$"3#0/'*/

THREE / FOUR

,$"3#0/26"%53*'*/4&5

The three four is pure performance surf. This
fin set can be set up as a quad or thruster and is
compatible with FCS 2-Tab finboxes.

SURF LEASH

9..

Molded leash ends, Double swivels, Triple wrap rail saver,
Quick release 1 1/2” ankle wrap cuff, Key pocket in cuff

,$"3#0/'*/

THREE / FOUR XL

,$"3#0/26"%53*'*/4&5

The three four is pure performance surf. This
fin set can be set up as a quad or thruster and is
compatible with FCS 2-Tab finboxes.

SURF LEASH

9..

Molded leash ends, Double swivels, Triple wrap rail saver, Quick
release 1 1/2” ankle wrap cuff, Key pocket in cuff

COIL LEASH

9..

Molded leash ends, Double swivels, Triple wrap rail saver,
Quick release 1 1/2” ankle wrap cuff, Key pocket in cuff

HYBRID COIL / STRAIGHT

9.. $0*-

Molded leash ends, Double swivels, Triple wrap rail saver, Quick
release 1 1/2” ankle wrap cuff, Key pocket in cuff
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RACE HANDLE

(REMOVABLE) FOR
X-12 PRO / PRO-LITE

Padded removable race handle with hardware.
Comes standard with SIC X PRO and X PROLITE model boards which are equipped with
mounting inserts.

THULE RACK PADS

5)6-&$0.1"5*#-&w-0/(

Protect your boards on the roof of your vehicle with these high
quality, durable rack pads from SIC. Hook-and-loop closure system
makes bar installation and removal a breeze 2 high density foam
pads feature durable 600D polyester fabric covers that will stand
up to years of use.

RACK PADS

45"/%"3%300'3"$,1"%4w-0/(

Protect your boards on the roof of your vehicle with these high quality, durable
rack pads from SIC. Fits virtually all factory racks. Premium, all-purpose rack
pads for carrying SUP’s, surfboards, windsurf boards and more.

STACKER PADS

#0"3%45"$,&31"%4w-0/(

Protect your boards with these high quality, durable stacker pads from SIC. Offers
protection when stacking multiple boards on top of your vehicle. Durable 600D
polyester material. No closure system.

RACK STRAPS

RACK STRAPS

20 FT. RACK STRAPS 2 PC SET

13 FT. RACK STRAPS 2 PC SET

9w

9w
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APPAREL

LOGO T-SHIRT
100% Pre-shrunk Cotton T
4*;& S, M, L, XL
$0-034 Black, White

SIC PRO HOODY

Water-resistant body, removable zip hood,
thumb holes in cuffs and mp3 holder
eyelet in front pocket.
10oz. 80% poly / 20% cotton

4*;& S, M, L, XL
$0-034 Black
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SIC VISOR

Black visor with white embroidered SIC
logo. Hawaiian Island embroidered side
patch. Quick dry material with comfort
fit and inner sweat band.
4*;& One Size Fits Most
$0-034 Black

SIC TRUCKER

Black hat with red stitching and
white embroidered SIC logo. Hawaiian Islands embroidered side patch.
4*;& One Size Fits Most
$0-034 Black

SIC ZIP HOODY
Quality light weight SIC Logo Hooded
Sweat-shirt. 20% poly / 80% cotton
4*;& S, M, L, XL
$0-034 Black
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NEW FOR 2016

FLOWSERIES

FLOW 9.6 GCI, FLOW 9.6 FCI, FLOW 10.6 GCI, FLOW 10.6 FCI, FLOW 11.6 GCI, FLOW 11.6 FCI, FLOW 9.6 INFLATABLE,
FLOW 10.6 INFLATABLE, FLOW 11.6 INFLATABLE

Five Star Performance means the best in class in everything that
we do. New for 2016 is the Flow Series of boards created with the
beginner paddler in mind. Generous volumes and increased widths
mean fun that is accessible for the entire family. Great for a paddle
in the harbor or a rip in the surf, these versatile rental boards will be
ideal for your resort / rental fleet. Our rental FLOW boards are built
SIC tough. Our Glass Composite Innegra (GCI) and Foam Composite
Innegra (FCI) boards feature Innegra™ in the layup from “tip-to-tail
and rail-to-rail” Unheard of at this price point; these boards will outlast
the toughest impacts and stay watertight far beyond a traditional
layup. Innegra™ takes impact, but does not shatter. This prevents the
EPS core of your board from being exposed and soaking up water.
Our FCI foam top boards feature a layer of high quality EVA from
the top deck to the bottom tuck of the rails. Built to withstand use
and abuse these boards also add another layer of safety. Lastly, our
FLOW inflatables are the do anything, go anywhere boards featuring
a reinforced Stringer Support Technology (SST) adding stiffness,
stability and consistent rockerlines to complement our 6” Drop Stitch
Construction (DSC).

“THE ALL NEW FLOW LINEUP
IS AN UNPRECEDENTED
OFFERING FOR A RENTAL
AND FLEET PADDLEBOARD
SOLUTION”
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ALL FLOW BOARDS COME WITH FCS CONNECT 9.0” TOOL-LESS SINGLE FIN
Snap in, snap out....It’s that easy and fast. It also offers unprecedented low
stacking when space is at a premium, which is always.

GLASS COMPOSITE INNEGRA™
FLOW GCI Our Glass Composite w/ Innegra™ technology boards
are perfect for the beginner and intermediate paddler. If you are
looking for fun and versatility, and the ultimate in durability then this
board is the perfect place to start.
t)JHIRVBMJUZEFHSFFXSBQQFEInnegra™
construction withstands impacts and keeps your
boards on the water and out of dry dock for ding
repair.
t)JHITUSFOHUIUPXIPPLVOEFSUIFOPTF
for mooring, towing or storage of
boards.
t$PMPSDPEFECZTJ[FGPS
all FLOW boards. Easily
identifiable in storage
or on the water.

Innegra™ WRAP
DECK, RAIL AND BOTTOM

FOAM COMPOSITE INNEGRA™
FLOW FCI Foam Composite w/ Innegra™ are wrapped on
the bottom and rails. High density EVA wrapped deck and
rail means this board is perfect for the first timer and will
withstand the wear and tear promotes durability and safety.
t)JHIRVBMJUZInnegra™ bottom and rail construction

withstands impacts and keeps your boards on the
water and out of dry dock for ding repair.
t)JHITUSFOHUIUPXIPPLVOEFSUIFOPTFGPS
mooring, towing or storage of boards.
t$PMPSDPEFECZTJ[FGPSBMM'-08
boards. Easily identifiable in
storage or on water.

Innegra™ WRAP
RAIL AND BOTTOM

DROP STITCH CONST. + STRINGER SUPPORT
FLOW Inflatable The ultimate in versatility and portability. If SUP is your new
hobby but storing large boards is not, our FLOW inflatable is the perfect
solution for the first time paddler. Featuring reinforced stringers
in the bow of the board for rigidity/speed and a drop stitch
construction, these boards will rival the best inflatables on
the market.
t)JHITUSFOHUIUPXIPPLVOEFSUIFOPTFGPSNPPSJOH 
towing or storage of boards.
t$PMPSDPEFECZTJ[FGPSBMM'-08CPBSET
Easily identifiable in storage or on water.

RECREATION / FLEET

FLOW 2 PC ADJ.
W / LEVER LOCK™ ADJ .
HANDLE, 90 SQ. IN. BLADE
FLOW 3PC ADJ. W / LEVER
LOCK™ ADJ. HANDLE,
90 SQ. IN. BLADE
FLOW 2 and 3 piece paddle systems featuring LeverLock ™
for the ultimate in adjustability. FLOW paddles also come
with a highly durable CRFT Blade (polyethylene infused
fiberglass) to withstand impact and daily punishment.

STRINGER SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY (SST)
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FLOW 9.6 GCI
ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

The FLOW 9.6 was designed with the smaller paddler in mind. It is perfect for the kids
or a smaller female paddler. They will be able to focus on technique instead of trying to
muscle Dad’s board around the harbor. As with all FLOW FCI boards, this the GCI has
the wide point moved forward for easy planing, better stability and glide. The Innegra™
layup makes these boards the ultimate in durability.

FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
28.0”
71.1CM

THICKNESS
4.8”
11.43CM

VOLUME
155L

WEIGHT
25LBS
12KGS (+/- 10%)

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom, rails and deck) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck,
diamond groove EVA deck pad, ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x 7mm), surf leash plug and towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect 9.0” fin for quick setup,
breakdown and low stacking capabilities
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ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

The FLOW 9.6 FCI is the same as its GCI and DSC counterparts having kids or a smaller
female paddler in mind. As with all FLOW FCI boards, it features a high quality, high
density EVA wrapped deck and rails to protect the paddler as well as the board. We finish it off with a layer of Innegra™ on the bottom and rails for added durability.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
9’6”
289.6CM

FLOW 9.6 FCI

LENGTH
9’6”
289.6CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
28.0”
71.1CM

THICKNESS
4.5”
11.43CM

VOLUME
155L

WEIGHT
22LBS
10KGS (+/- 10%)

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom and rails) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck, diamond
groove EVA deck pad, full EVA top decking to the bottom rail. ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x
7mm), surf leash plug and towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS
Connect 9.0” fin or quick setup, breakdown and low stacking capabilities

FLOW 10.6 GCI
ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

If there is a yearbook award in 2016 for “Most Likeable”, then FLOW 10.6 is the Ferris
Bueller of boards. Along with the Flow 11.6, this 10.6 is one of the widest board in the
line. It is the go to board for anyone getting into SUP or if you tend to have a board that
you like to share with the whole family. It is a wide stable platform that does not skimp
on the performance. Process and puts you out on the water. The Innegra™ layup
makes these boards the ultimate in durability.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
10’6”
320CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
THICKNESS
34.0”
4.8”
86.40CM 11.43CM

VOLUME
210L

WEIGHT
31LBS
14KGS (+/- 10%)

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom, rails and deck) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck,
diamond groove EVA deck pad, ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x 7mm), surf leash plug and
towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect 9.0” fin or quick
setup, breakdown and low stacking capabilities

FLOW 10.6 FCI
ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

The FLOW 10.6 FCI is the brother to the GCI. This board provides unrivaled stability
and performance for the beginner to advanced paddler. Like the rest of the FCI range,
this board features a high quality, high density EVA wrapped deck and rails to protect
the paddler as well as the board. We finish it off with a layer of Innegra™ on the bottom and rails for added durability.
CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
10’6”
320CM

WIDTH
THICKNESS
34.0”
4.5”
86.40CM 11.43CM

VOLUME
210L

WEIGHT
29LBS
13KGS (+/- 10%)

FINS & FEATURES

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom and rails) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck, diamond
groove EVA deck pad, full EVA top decking to the bottom rail. ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x
7mm), surf leash plug and towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS
Connect 9.0” fin or quick setup, breakdown and low stacking capabilities
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FLOW 11.6 GCI

FLOW 11.6 FCI

At 209L of volume, the FLOW 11.6 is enough fun for one person, but that would be
selfish, would it not? SUP should be shared, so go ahead… grab the dog and your third
grader and hit the water. There is plenty of room on this pleasure cruiser. For the larger
paddler or those with aspirations to race the surf class, this little gem gets it done.

At 209L of volume, the FLOW 11.6 is enough fun for one person, but that would be
selfish, would it not? SUP should be shared, so go ahead… grab the dog and your third
grader and hit the water. There’s plenty of room on this pleasure cruiser. For the larger
paddler or those with aspirations to race the surf class, this little gem gets it done. As
with all FLOW FCI boards, it features a high quality, high density EVA wrapped deck and
rails to protect the paddler as well as the board. We finish it off with a layer of Innegra™
on the bottom and rails for added durability.

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
11’6”
350.5CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
THICKNESS
34.0”
4.8”
86.40CM 11.43CM

VOLUME
230L

WEIGHT
34LBS
15.5KGS (+/-

10%)

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom, rails and deck) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck,
diamond groove EVA deck pad, ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x 7mm), surf leash plug and
towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect 9.0” fin or quick setup,
breakdown and low stacking capabilities
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CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
11’6”
350.5CM
FINS & FEATURES

WIDTH
THICKNESS
34.0”
4.5”
86.40CM 11.43CM

VOLUME
230L

WEIGHT
31.3LBS
14.2KGS (+/-

10%)

Innegra™ tip-to-tail and rail-to-rail (bottom and rails) for bomber durability, glass reinforced deck, diamond
groove EVA deck pad, full EVA top decking to the bottom rail. ergo undercut handle, cargo net, coil leash (8’x
7mm), surf leash plug and towing nose plug, Gore-Tex breather valve, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS
Connect 9.0” fin or quick setup, breakdown and low stacking capabilities

FLOWINFLATABLES

FLOW 9.6AIR

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

FLOW 10.6AIR

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

FLOW 11 .6AIR

ALL AROUND / SURF / TOURING

The FLOW Inflatable series is the inflatable alternative to the GCI and FCI versions of the
FLOW 9.6, 10.6 and 11.6. With all of the same attributes of our Air Glides, but more generous
volumes, the FLOW inflatables are a stable and economical first step in your SUP career. New
for 2016 is SIC’s Stringer Support Technology (SST) which, provides structure and rigidity
to the board when inflated, but collapses and folds to store inside of a backpack. Who knew
SUP could be this easy and fun?
9.6 CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
9’6”
289CM

WIDTH
29.5”
75CM

VOLUME
250L

WEIGHT
16LBS
7.5KGS (+/-

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

10%)

10.6 CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
10’6”
320CM

WIDTH
34.0”
86CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
330L

WEIGHT
20LBS
9KGS (+/- 10%)

11.6 CONSTRUCTIONS & SPECS
LENGTH
11’6”
350CM

WIDTH
34.0”
86CM

THICKNESS
6.0”
15.24CM

VOLUME
360L

WEIGHT
23LBS
10.4KGS (+/-

10%)

FLOW INFLATABLE FINS & FEATURES

(SST) Stringer Support Technology, ultra durable single layer PVC tarpaulin skin, double reinforced rail construction, high pressure drop stitch construction (DSC) core, two stage pump: dual action to rapidly inflate and single action to bring up
to max psi (10 psi min. to 15 psi max), carry handle, surf leash ring and towing nose ring, coil leash (8’x 7mm), cargo net, patch kit, standard backpack for easy transport and storage, U.S. finbox compatible / toolless FCS Connect 9.0” fin or
quick setup, breakdown and low stacking capabilities
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SIC BOARD OVERVIEW
SURFSERIES

FISH7.11

FISH8.8

FISH9.5

BULLY9.11

BULLY10.6

CARVE8.6

CARVE9.4

BULLET& F-SERIES

BULLET11.0
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BULLET12.6 TWC
BULLET12.6 SCC

BULLET14.0

BULLET14.0V2
BULLET14.0V2
+F.A.S.T

BULLET17.4
+F.A.S.T

F12.0

F14.0

F16.0

+F.A.S.T

FLOWSERIES

REX10.6

RECON9.9

RECON10.4

RECON11.4

RECON11.11

AIR-GLIDESERIES

AIR-GLIDE

RECON10.4

AIR-GLIDE

RECON11.4

FLOW9.6AIR

FLOW10.6AIR

FXSERIES

AIR-GLIDE

X12.6

AIR-GLIDE

AIR-GLIDE

X12.6 PROLITE BULLET14.0

FX11.0

FUTUREPRO

FX12.6
PRO

FX14.0
PRO

FLOW11.6AIR

FLOW9.6GCI

FLOW10.6GCI

FLOW11.6GCI

FLOW9.6FCI

FLOW10.6FCI

FLOW11.6FCI

XSERIES

X12.6 TWC
X12.6 SCC

X12.6
PRO

X12.6

PROLITE

X14.0

X14.0
PRO

X14.0

PROLITE

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

BRAZIL

PUERTO RICO /
CARIBBEAN

Ocean Peak International
81 Beach Road
Sandringham, Victoria 3191
Hudson Godfrey-Smith
Email: hudson@oceanpeak.com.au
Tel: 61-400-483-760

Bohralah Importacao e Exportacao, Ltda.
R Maria Stela, 240 - Chacara Vista Alegre
Sao Paulo, SP 04922-110
Carlo Martini Caruso
Email: krlo@me.com
Tel: 55-11-9-9447-7290

EUROPE

SIC Europe
Flow Sports Europe GmbH
Jens Hartmann
Email: jens@flow.com
Tel: +49-8322-30592-17

HAWAII

SIC Customs Maui
875 Haliimaile Rd. Makawao
Maui, HI 96768
Email: service@sicmaui.com
Tel: 808-572-7728

HONG KONG

WhatzSup
G/F, No. 60 Sun On Tsuen,
Sai Kung, N.T., Hong Kong
Email: info@whatzup.com.hk
Tel: 852-350-21818

JAPAN

SIC Japan
Shriro Trading Co., Ltd.
Yuki Oshikiri
Email: yoshikiri@shriro.co.jp
Tel: +81-3-5440-7601

LEBANON

Sun & Surf LLC
Miss Tamar Joulfayan
Email: info@kitesurfme.com
Tel: 961-4-710-124

Paddle Addiction
2/204 Pt. Chevalier Road, Pt. Chevalier
Auckland, NZ
Dale Marsters
Email: paddlefit@yahoo.co.nz
Tel: +64-21-2955436

Velauno
2430 Loiza Street
San Juan, PR 913
Fernando / Jaime
Email: Fernando@velauno.com
Email: jaime@valauno.com
Tel: 787-717-0647

SINGAPORE / BALI /
THAILAND
SIC Singapore
Nicholas Scaturro
Tel: +65-9185-6984
Email: sicsingapore@gmail.com
Email: nicholas@b-scenestudios.com

SOUTH AFRICA

Windfreak
6R
Landen Zeezicht, Somerset West 7130
Rob Munro
Email: Rob@windfreak.com
Tel: 079-569-4688

SOUTH KOREA
BLIOW CO, LTD.
Sohn Jin Young (Brian)
FIRST/SECOND FLOOR, 13
WAUSAN-RO 29DA-GIL
MAPO-GU, 121836
Email: brian@bilow.com
Tel:+82 70 8282 7273

U.S. / CANADA
SIC / Flow Sports Inc.
1021 Calle Recodo
San Clemente, CA 92673
Email: info@sicmaui.com
Tel: 949-361-5260

